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"The Very God! think Abib; dost thou think?

So, the All-Great were the All-Loving, too

—

So, through the thunder comes a human voice

Saying, 'O heart I made, a heart beats here!

Face my hands made, see it in myself.

Thou hast no power, nor mayst conceive of mine,

But love I gave thee, with myself to love.

And thou must love me who have died for thee!'

The madman saith He said so: it is strange."

This last line is very pathetic and very significant also

for the Christian thinker and teacher. The Arabian physi-

cian had the story of Jesus from the lips of Lazarus, who
(his hearer felt) must be mad else he could not believe w4iaf-j y
he told. /\ f>vV-

^

("And after all, our patient Lazarus
(i

'

Is stark mad—should we count on what hei/s^ys^'

Perhaps not—though in writing to a leech [
•

'Tis well to keep back nothing of a case.)

This man so cured regards the curer then.

As—God forgive me—who but God himself,.

Creator and Sustainer of the world.

That came and dwelt in flesh on it awhile!"

Here is the issue inescapably and dramatically drawn.
The Christian religion is either sober truth—truth for all

times and for all men—or else, as the unbelieving world
often thinks, the vaporings of the mad, gloriously mad, to

be sure, dreaming dreams of ineffable beauty, but still hope-
lessly mad.

On my part, contrariwise, believing this Gospel to be

as true as it is lovely, the commission given me this day to

do my best to make it seem to those whom I am set to teach,

what it really is, God's Word to men, I accept with earnest

dedication and with an uplifted heart.
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The past few years have made marked progress in the

development of Palestine. Four years ago deep scars still

remained on the land, telling in mute silence of the rav-

ages not only of the Great War, but also of the ruthless

devastation of Damascus by the French in their revenge

upon the Druzes, and of the repeated conflicts between the

Mohammedans and Jews in Jerusalem, due to the ambiguous

language of the Balfour Act. In fact, during the first decade

of their occupation, neither the French in Syria, nor the

British in Palestine accomplished very much in the con-

structive development of the country. Today, however,

there are beginning to appear signs of improvement. We
could only wish that the proofs of betterment extended

deeper than to things merely physical and material. For,

though there may be fewer mosquitoes breeding in the empty

cisterns of Jerusalem, and consequently less malaria, and

leper-beggars have disappeared about Gethsemane, yet Ori-

ental character remains the same, religious work is waning

for lack of funds, and the spirit of cupidity reappears in

guides and interpreters as in former days.

Better Roads

The first impression one receives upon his return to the

Holy Land is the improved condition of the roads. All the

main thoroughfares, patronized by the tourist, have been

widened, graded, and made into first-class highways for

motor-car service: for example, that from Joppa to Jerusa-

lem; east from Jerusalem to Jericho, the Dead Sea, and the

Jordan; south from Jerusalem to Bethlehem, Hebron and

Beersheba; and north from Jerusalem to Bethel, Shechem,

Nazareth, the Sea of Galilee, and the sources of the Jordan.

Similar improvements are noticeable in Syria: from

Beirut over the Lebanons to Baalbek and Damascus: south

from Beirut to Sidon and Tyre; and north from Beirut to
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Tripoli, Horns, Hamath and Aleppo. But it should not

be forgotten that all these roads both of Syria and Palestine

were originally military highways, which prior to the Great

War had already been surveyed, graded, and made passable

for wagons, by the Turks under Sultan Abd ul-Hamid. To-
day these ancient highways have merely been broadened,

straightened at certain points, re-paved and made fit for

modern motors; for instance, the twenty-five miles of

"metalled" road from Jerusalem to the Dead Sea can now
easily be covered by car in fifty minutes, and free of all

dust! Such improvements naturally make a favorable im-
pression upon the tourist.

To these arterial highways many branch roads have been
added, which, though of a decidedly inferior type, serve to

connect country villages and small inland cities with one
another and with the outside world. To be sure, many of

these are mere desert tracks, which in the rainy season become
non-negotiable, but during the long dry season of summer
prove exceedingly useful. Among such self-made thorough-
fares is the motor trek of one hundred and fifty miles, from
Damascus to Palmyra; likewise, that from Jericho to Beth-
shean and the Sea of Galilee, along the west bank of the
river Jordan; and the oft-used motor tracks south from
Amman in Transjordania through Moab and Edom to Maan
and on to Alji; this last village being but two miles distant

from the Rock-City of Petra.

But newest and most significant of all is the motor road,

begun by the Turks when attempting to seize the Suez
Canal, south from Beersheba through the Sinai Peninsula to

Jebel Musa, the Mountain of the Law. For it is now possi-

ble through the enterprise of the British, and in particular

of Major Jarvis, the Governor of the Sinai Peninsula, to

travel with light cars from Jerusalem all the way to the
very door of the monastery of St. Catharine at the foot of
Mt. Sinai!

Two cars, however, are required for the journey, as the

sands drift across the intended highway, rendering it neces-
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sary for one car to assist the other in shovehng themselves

out. A strong engine steered by an experienced chauffeur

can ordinarily "rush" the drifts, but sometimes this becomes

impossible and human strength is needed to help the car

along. Three days are usually required for the journey each

way but it is quite possible to cover the 300 miles from
Jerusalem to the monastery in half that time.

Rest houses, supplied with beds and bedding, and cap-

able of accommodating four to six people, have been pro-

vided by the government at convenient intervals along the

way, so that all one needs to bring along is food, and gasoline

for his cars.

It might here be added that Major Jarvis has recently

published a book entitled. Yesterday and Today in Sinai,

which will prove exceedingly helpful to any one contem-

plating the trip.

Newly Discovered Resources

The great discovery, however, of an adequate water sup-

ply remains still undiscovered. All Palestine, but especially

the city of Jerusalem, are this year well-nigh panic stricken

over the situation. When water was first piped by the Eng-

lish from Ain Fara and Solomon's Pools into the city, it was

thought that these reinforcements of the "cistern" system

were sufficient, and so new and beautiful homes have since

been allowed to be erected without cistern provision. This

has been found to be a huge mistake, as the fountains de-

pended upon are failing.

Three new developments in the economic conditions of

the land are attracting special attention:

Oil is about to be piped from the region of Mosul in

Mesopotamia to Syria and Palestine. The work of installa-

tion, however, is only partially completed. The intention

is to provide a market for the rich supplies of oil which are

known to exist in the Tigris-Euphrates valley. Both Syria

and Palestine are to share in the proceeds of the project.
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By means of a bifurcated line of piges, with adequate pump-

ing engines along the way, both Tripoli in Syria (fifty miles

north of Beirut) and Haifa in Palestine (under Mt. Car-

mei) are to be supplied. Both of these cities have adequate

harbors.

Another great project, already operating, is the harness-

ing of the Jordan, to supply the country with electricity.

A concession has been given by the government to two

Jewish brothers named Rutenberg, for this purpose. Ac-

cordingly, hydro-electric works have been erected at a cost

of over £1,000,000, just south of the sea of Galilee near

the junction of the Jordan river and its tributary from the

east known as the Yarmuk. A reservoir, or collecting lake,

has been prepared to receive the waters of both rivers; and

a great power house has been built and equipped with tur-

bine engines. The water is made to pass by a head race from

the reservoir through the power house with sufficient force

to drive the engines, and then allowed through a tail race

to return to the empty bed of the Jordan, and so on to the

Dead Sea, as usual.

Great electric cables, firmly mounted on high steel

frameworks, convey the mysterious fluid produced to all

parts of the country. Already several cities and towns and

colonies of Palestine are enjoying at reasonable rates electric

light, and new power with which to irrigate their lands,

and it is only a matter of a very few years when all Pales-

tine (except Jerusalem which is supplied by another com-

pany) will be sharing with the modern world one of the

greatest boons on earth.

To secure the future demand which is sure to be made,

the Rutenberg brothers have begun to build a dam across

the Jordan at the point where it issues from the Sea of Gal-

ilee, in order to raise the level of its waters to their maximum
height during the rainy season of winter. The concession

for this additional right limits, however, their raising the

water of the Sea more than eighty centimeters (about thirty-
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one inches) , as otherwise the cities of Tiberias and Samach
on the shore would be in danger of being submerged. Kept
to nature's maximum level, on the other hand, the water

will enable the power plant to run at full speed during the

dry season of summer, when water is especially needed, as

well as during the rainy season of winter.

In connection with the whole plant, two new settle-

ments have been constructed to provide residential quarters

for the officials of (Tel Or) and accommodations for the

workers (Naharaim)

.

The third project of special moment in the development

of the Holy Land is the exploitation of the Dead Sea. On
January 1, 1930, the government gave to the Palestine Potash

Company of which Mr. M. A. Novomeysky and Major T.

G. Tulloch are the leading members, a concession for the

extraction of minerals from the waters of the Dead Sea.

According to the terms of this concession large areas of

arid land lying just north of the sea have been turned into

salt pans, where, by solar evaporation, the potash, bromine,

and other valuable salts contained in the waters of the Dead
Sea are extracted. Various factories, a deep sea pumping
station, and a workman's camp have been erected, and a

restaurant, bungalows, and bathing accommodations added,

making the whole plant reasonably fit for a great project.

The works are closed to the public, but motor trips on the

Dead Sea are available.

In the managing director's report, submitted to the com-
pany on July 15, 1932, and published in the daily Palestine

Bulletin of Aug. 10, it is stated that the total area of the

tanks constructed to receive the brine is now approximately

500 acres; that during the first y^ar (1931) of operation

over 13,000 tons of carnallite, or crude potash salts, were

harvested, whose "quality compared very favorably with

the potash supplied by other producers"; that the output

since February, 1931, has been on the average 30 tons of

potash and one ton of bromine daily; that during 1931 over
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1,000 tons of common salt of good quality, as a by-product,

were also harvested and sold locally at a profit; and that the

final liquor produced through solar evaporation from the

water of the Dead Sea contains several times the proportions

of potash and bromine usually found in the brines elsewhere

in the world.

Prior to 1932, the water for feeding the evaporation

pans was taken from the surface of the sea, but through

repeated soundings it was eventually found that a brine of

higher specific gravity, and increased contents of potash

and bromine, were to be found 175 feet deep. Hence a per-

manent line of steel pipe, 30 inches in diameter and 2,500

feet long, was laid on the bottom of the sea, to pump the

heavier brine at its maximum quality through the feeder-

canal into the evaporation pans. This is now being done at

the rapid rate of 8,000 gallons per minute. Between 3 50

and 400 workmen, Jews and Arabs, working harmoniously

together, are in the constant employ of the company. Thus,

"the Dead Sea is becoming the Sea of Life!"

The pressing problem now before the company, as Col.

Tulloch informed the writer, is the transportation of the

finished product to the sea coast for shipment. Thirty tons

are now being harvested daily, but the plan is to increase

this amount in the near future to 300 tons. Large lorries

are now employed, but the haul over the Jericho-Jerusalem

road is steep and costly. Accordingly, it is planned to build

a railway from the Dead Sea along by Jericho up the Jordan

Valley to Bethshean, where it will join the main road already

in existence between Damascus and Haifa. Colonel Tulloch

has just finished surveying a possible route, and if money

becomes available the road will be built in the near future.

New Jewish Colonies

Twenty years ago there were but 34 Jewish colonies in

all Palestine; today there are said to be 98. Over thirty new

colonies were founded between 1924 and 1927. They are
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distributed over the choicest portions of the country; none

are allowed, however, by the government in Transjordania.

Six are located near Jerusalem; 13 south of Tel Aviv

(Joppa), 18 north of Tel Aviv, 11 in the Sharon Valley

just south of Mt. Carmel, 27 in the Valley of Jezreel, 16 in

Lower Galilee, and 7 in Upper Galilee near the sources of

the Jordan.

The largest colony of all is Tel Aviv, a suburb of mod-

ern Jaffa. It was founded in 1909 and has steadily grown

until today it has a population of 43,000. The city is self-

governing, and is claimed to be "the first town in the world

built and populated wholly by Jews." Its streets are broad

and well paved, and the public buildings of the city, the

schools and banks, the hospitals and private homes are

worthy of comparison with those of any European city of

equal size.

Next to Tel Aviv in importance are Petah Tikvah with

a population of 9,000 founded in 1878; Rishon le Zion with

2,500 inhabitants founded in 1882; Zichron Yaakov with

1,360 founded in 1882; Rehoboth with 2,790 founded in

1890; and Hedera with 1,600 inhabitants, founded in 1891.

These five important colonies are all situated in the plain

of Sharon, and together possess 154,900 dunams (40,000

acres) of the most desirable land in all Palestine. All are

organized in the interests of agriculture; for example, Petah

Tikvah is devoted to orange plantations, while Rishon le

Zion and Zichron Yaakov are given to viticulture, both

possessing immense wine cellars. Hebrew is the common
vernacular of all the colonies.

Through these and the various other smaller colonies

which .have been organized, the general aspect of the coun-

try is noticeably becoming changed. The Jews have in re-

cent years planted no fewer than 1,224,915 trees—poplar,

eucalyptus, and fruit trees—which give the visitor the im-

pression of a new era of reforestisation as having been in-
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augurated. More than £4,476,978 have been contributed by
the friends of Zionism to redeem the land.

Altogether in Palestine there are said to be 176,000 Jews,

of whom 55,000 are residents of Jerusalem, 43,000 of Tel

Aviv, 17,500 in Haifa, 8,500 in Tiberias, 5,000 in Joppa,

2,000 in Safed, and 3,000 scattered about in other cities and

towns; in the colonies alone, 42,000; a grand total of 176,-

000. All these, with one voice, persist in reminding Great

Britain that, according to the Balfour Declaration of Nov.

2, 1917, Palestine has been promised to the Jews as their

"national home."

Religious Developments

The three great monotheistic faiths, Mohammedanism,
Christianity, and Judaism, are today continuing to struggle

for supremacy in Palestine as in the past; their spirit being

too often that of rivals, even antagonists.

For example, the Mohammedans, by their repeated

spasms of fanaticism, show plainly that they are conscious

of "losing out"! With Turkey eliminating "Islam as the

religion of the state" from her constitution, and daring even

to translate the sacred tongue of the Koran into Turkish;

and with Irak offering to the League of Nations not to in-

terfere in any way with Christian missions; and with Mor-

rocco (under the French) forbidding, like Turkey, almost

all types of religious education, it is certainly not to be won-

dered at that orthodox Mohammedans in Egypt and Pales-

tine should be growing sensitive. An outstanding illustra-

tion of this fact might here be given, but it is probably

wiser not to publish the essential details. The personal ob-

servations of the writer lead him to remark in general that

fewer Moslems today seem to be responding to the muezzin's

call to prayer from the tops of the minarets than heretofore.

Among Christians in Palestine the conditions are equal-

ly unsatisfactory. As in Europe and America, so in Pales-

tine, the church has been slow in recovering from her

collapse during the Great War. To have preached a gospel
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of peace and love, and then to have seized the sword as

unhesitatingly as Mohammedans whose religion is openly a

religion of the sword, has closed the door of Christianity

to many a Mohammedan's heart.

The one universal lament of the missionaries is the "re-

trenchment" which the boards at home are forced to impose.

They respond in terms of the Arabic proverb, "One hand

can't clap"; in other words, you can't do effective mission-

ary work abroad without a good, strong base at home. The

Boys' School of Christ Church in Jerusalem is to be closed

this autumn for lack of necessary funds. As a matter of

fact the Church of England has never been very successful

as a missionary force in Palestine. On the other hand, the

Bishop and Canon of the English Cathedral in the Holy City

are persistently making their religious ritual higher and

higher, adding "a confessional with absolution," as in the

Greek Orthodox Church, with which the Cathedral has for

years so cordially fraternized.

As to the Jews, one wonders to what extent they are

really returning to Palestine in order to establish their holy

religion. They certainly are making no effort to convert

the Moslems to the Hebrew faith. Conversation with re-

turning Jewish immigrants forces one to feel that they are

returning without their ancestral faith. Religion to many

seems to be swallowed up in patriotism, despite the fact that

usually a synagogue is to be found in every colony. As a

rabbi, on board ship returning from Palestine, put it, "a

spirit of rivalry and recrimination too often dominates;

parents inculcating a feeling of hatred toward all other re-

ligious sects." If this be true, let us hope that the new

Y.M.C.A. building in Jerusalem, about to be dedicated,

which has cost considerably over one million dollars, and is

the most complete, the most imposing, and the best equipped

building of its kind in the whole world, may do something

to bind together the different, and for some reason divergent

religious sects into one common bond of love, cooperation,

and brotherhood.


